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Increasingly, images and audiovisual media are being used in humanities research (Clivaz,
2016). However, moving images have been called a "blind medium" for retrieval (Sandom &
Enser, 2001), since it is not possible to search their content in the same way that we search
for text - necessitating the manual or automatic sequential viewing and annotation for
transcoding or interpreting the audiovisual contents. This poses problems for unlocking
access to large audiovisual archives in a way that they are suitable for their users, academic
researchers among them (Tommasi et al., 2014).
During the Digital Humanities infrastructure project CLARIAH1, Automated Speech
Recognition (ASR) has been deployed (Ordelman et al., 2018a; Ordelman & Van Hessen,
2018) to generate speech transcripts for accessing the spoken words in audiovisual collections
within the infrastructure, such as the Dutch Radio and Television collections from
Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision (NISV).2 These automatic transcripts are available
to the users of the CLARIAH Media Suite, a Virtual Research Environment (VRE).3 The
Media Suite provides access to the rich collections of audiovisual material and related
contextual collections at various large heritage institutions in the Netherlands (Ordelman et
al., 2018a, 2018b). It offers a Resource Viewer where each resource (e.g., a television
program) can be watched together with its archival metadata (at the resource, item, and
segment level), ASR transcripts, augmented by user annotation functionality. CLARIAH
facilitated a research project, discussed next, to investigate how to exploit the increasing
amounts of multimodal annotations from automatic text, sound and image analysis, as well as
the manual annotations that scholars (or potentially also crowd-workers) can create or use via
the Media Suite.
The CLARIAH ReVI project: meaningful access to temporal metadata
In this paper we present the Resource Viewer (ReVI) project, conducted as part of
CLARIAH, which investigated how to support the exploration of different types of content
metadata of audiovisual sources, such as segment information or automatic transcripts. Our
hypothesis is that providing temporal visualizations of the content metadata might enable
scholars to identify relevant items and segments, while at the same time it facilitates the
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transition between distant and close reading (van der Molen, Buitinck & Pieters, 2017) and a
more 'scalable' approach to "connecting the distant with the close" (Denbo and Fraistat 2011).
The created ReVI Timeline prototype (see Figure 1) offers a temporal display of the content
metadata (e.g., of the ASR), temporal tag clouds, and a layered approach4 to presenting and
creating transcripts and annotations. Tag or word clouds have proved to be useful in the
textual domain in providing overviews (Heimerl et al., 2014) or, in a media studies context,
for detecting "busts of attention" (van der Molen & Pieters, 2017). We thus hypothesize that
incorporating a temporal dimension to word clouds based on the time-based media’s content
metadata could provide similar benefits. This has rarely been done in previous literature and
interfaces5. In our case, temporal word clouds were created by dividing an ASR transcript
into a number of predefined segments, and extracting the salient words (or combinations of
words) for each segment using the TF-IDF algorithm6 and Part-of-Speech tagging7.
To evaluate the Timeline Prototype in general, and the temporal tag clouds in particular, we
conducted a formative usability study8 (Baxter, 2015). This study was performed in a lab
setting using a think-aloud protocol, utilizing NISV collections with ASR transcripts. Five
scholars with a Media Studies background (television studies, film studies & new media) and
experience in using the Media Suite participated. Previous studies (e.g., Bron et al, 2016;
Melgar Estrada et al, 2017) have identified stages in scholarly work with digital collections:
an exploration and assembling stage of research (when scholars try to collect relevant
sources, i.e., their "corpus"), and a focused analysis stage of research (when scholars close
read their sources and analyze them). Accordingly, two simulated work tasks (Borlund, 2003)
were used to look at the use and usefulness of temporal content visualizations with respect to
these two different stages in the research process of media scholars.
Discussion
The results of our user study showed the added value of visualizing the content of audiovisual
media via the temporal aspects described by archival metadata, ASR, and manual
annotations. Participants indicated feeling "increased agency" with the use of overviews
provided by the temporal tag clouds, together with the option to search and highlight
keywords, and zooming in and out to specific segments based on their queries. With respect
to the usefulness of these tag clouds in the research process, participants in the study
indicated that the temporal tag clouds decline in value over time, after initial exploration of a
resource. When a researcher builds up a detailed knowledge frame of a resource, automatic
A tier-based data model is used by multimedia annotation tools for multimodality research such as ELAN
(Sloetjes, 2014).
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generation of the word clouds (Kaptein et al., 2010).
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tag clouds might lose their added value (Huurdeman et al, 2016). We assume that this
happens since once the “corpus” is selected, scholars go into a more defined and personalized
analysis of their sources based on their research questions, using their own categorizations.
Based on the users’ feedback, various challenges came up which underline the importance of
a data and tool criticism approach (Koolen, van Gorp & Ossenbruggen, 2018) to the Resource
Viewer as part of a digital research environment. First, there is the issue of maintaining and
displaying provenance in terms of data, given the abundance of metadata created in different
ways. Second, inherent quality issues of the automatic enrichments might occur9. Third,
transparency in terms of visualization is important. Automatically generated tag clouds, by
juxtaposing temporally occurring words, might show unrelated words side-by-side, thus
potentially suggesting links that are not present in the content. In our study, we saw instances
of "positive serendipity" -- words sparking genuine ideas, versus "negative serendipity" -false impressions due to visualization issues. To address these issues, we revised the Timeline
Prototype, adding a way to view the source data and data transformations of the automatic tag
clouds, adapting their layout, and adding visual indications of potentially unreliable ASR
sentences.
Conclusion and future work
Ample challenges exist for building tools that provide meaningful ways to make sense of the
increasing amount of automatically and manually generated metadata outside the traditional
cycles of archival curation.
The Timeline Prototype created in the ReVI project showed how temporal visualizations and
advanced annotation features potentially facilitate looking beyond the picture and into the
temporal aspects of audiovisual content. This type of content exploration can benefit scholars
doing research with audiovisual sources (e.g., in media studies, oral history, film studies, and
other disciplines which are increasingly using AV media). The participants’ feedback showed
that transparency of tools and respecting provenance information about the data is of utmost
importance. The final outcomes of the ReVI project can serve as an inspiration for improving
AV-media-based research tools10, in particular in the phase of exploratory search for corpus
building.
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Appendix

Figure 1. Timeline Prototype evaluated in user study. (1) video player, (2) ASR search
functionality (3) multi-tiered annotation functionality, (4) visualization of metadata-based
segments, (5) visualization of ASR at sentence level, and (6) automatic ASR temporal tag
clouds

Figure 2: Revised prototype. ASR reliability has been added using color coding, the
formatting of temporal tag clouds has been adapted, and the possibility of viewing source
data added

